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TRENDS & FORECASTING

Is Our “Confluence of Calamities” Leading To The Ultimate
False Flag?

By Nicholas West

It’s arguable that our species has always followed a path of crisis
to crisis as we’ve sought to dominate one another, consume more
than we produce, and generally live within our own time spans
without a deep care for what might happen after we are gone. Not
to mention our fragility in the face of natural disasters, diseases
and plagues, both man-made and natural.
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Much of how we navigate a given crisis, individually and
collectively, is dependent upon the information we use to craft a
defense. This perception can be reduced to a fight-or-flight
response if a threat is truly imminent, or it can be a well-crafted
plan to maintain peace and prosperity throughout a long-term
event.

As society has modernized its means of communication, we have
new ways to alter the perception of others, sometimes en masse.
Call it psyops, perception management, propaganda, misinfo,
disinfo or fake news, it is becoming exceedingly difficult for all but
the most attentive to resist it 100% of the time. Governments can
now access a trove of data so vast that they’ve turned to A.I. to
help analyze it for patterns and emerging trends, as well as to
project future responses to threats. I believe that it is because this
system continues to advance so rapidly that we are beginning to
see a concurrent speeding up of the threats themselves.

Let’s just recap the crises we are being bludgeoned with at this
very moment, keeping in mind that each one is presented as a
threat that could all but erase human existence.

● Covid and all variants
● Monkeypox
● Gun violence
● Supply chain collapse
● Infant formula crisis
● Housing crisis
● Energy crisis
● Various border crises
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● Inflation, threatening global economic collapse
● Food shortages, leading to global famine
● War in Ukraine, threatening WWIII
● Looming invasion of Taiwan by China, threatening WWIII
● Nuclear Iran, threatening WWIII
● Global warming

Did I miss anything? Is that enough for people to contend with
economically and mentally? It’s what the World Economic Forum
recently called a “confluence of calamities,” although they only
mentioned about half of what I’ve noted above. The key, of
course, is that the response to each and every one of these
crises, as delivered by the government, is that the solution
invariably requires stopping a threat. It forms the basis of the
simplest and most common way to categorize the mechanism
used to shape outcomes – problem, reaction, solution; and it is
underpinned by fear.

Fear being “the mind-killer,” as Frank Herbert so aptly put it, we
have a thoroughly traumatized and neurotic global population now
on the brink of destitution in full-blown panic mode at all times. If
we wonder why the world seems so completely irrational, this
mental state has to be considered as a core component.

Trauma-based mind control has always been a useful tool to
psychopaths at large and in government, and we are seeing them
now openly state that “pain” must be part of their global solution –
in this case, when referring to climate change. However, it’s the
same pain that was invoked by Madeleine Albright when she said
that the death of 500,000 Iraqi children was a price worth paying.
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Given the vast ramp-up in the number of simultaneous crises, as
well as the growing power of authoritarian responses and
openness of their intent, we might want to look closer at the
recent introduction of a new round of alien-invasion talk across
establishment media and government. As crazy and surreal as life
in 2022 has become, is it about to get even more bizarre?

The first congressional UFO hearing in 50 years took place May
17th. New images were shown and past and current encounters
cited, but specifics were absent. However, the conclusion to it all
was still, as Fox News reported, emphasis added:

Lawmakers are warning that although there is still a stigma
associated with UFOs, which the government officially calls
Unidentified Aerial Phenomena (UAP), they are a serious
national security threat.

They also stopped short of concluding that any of this is
extraterrestrial, instead highlighting terrestrial concerns.

"The intelligence community has a serious duty to our
taxpayers to prevent potential adversaries such as China
and Russia from surprising us with unforeseen new
technologies," he said. "The intelligence community must
balance addressing known threats to our nation's
security with preventing technical surprise."

Perhaps most alarming are the claims from Pentagon officials that
these UFOs have taken an interest in nuclear facilities.

But beyond the potential nuclear threat, Fox News has also been
running a frequent segment lately with aw-shucks host Jesse
Watters (who himself claims to have seen a UFO) where another
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gentleman claims to have had lifelong health issues after his
encounter and anecdotally mentions others who have had the
same. These ailments, notes the host, sound a lot like
electromagnetic-radiation exposure.

Apparently NASA has taken this to indicate that if these UFOs are
of extraterrestrial origin then it’s likely they are hostile, so NASA
has laughably sent a message from Earth to these other
civilizations that we are peaceful. (Because nothing highlights
peace like 25+ ongoing military conflicts and the daily personal
atrocities committed by individuals from our species.)

More than 100 years of Hollywood programming regarding alien
contact have already inculcated a notion that if aliens ever arrived
they must be threatening, requiring the mobilization of the armies
of the world to defend humanity.

Source
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This is naturally reinforced by governments which continuously
introduce and use threats to expand power, not to mention the
many black-budget options that every military campaign offers,
the larger the better.

To be clear, there have been previous flare-ups of attention being
given to UFOs, including those of extraterrestrial origin. In fact, I
first wrote about the possibility that we were being conditioned to
accept an arrival back in 2010.

At the time, I noted a strangely political focus that the aliens were
set to arrive with. A former NORAD officer wrote a book
suggesting that aliens would project a message that they were
here to help with climate change, but may not have ultimately
done so because they knew from experience that they would
cause mass panic – think the War of the Worlds panic of 1938.
However, as we learned later, this “hoax” was as much devised
for entertainment as it was to gather information about how
people would respond and communicate (using radio and phone
at the time) following a potentially apocalyptic event.

As I also noted, late-author William Cooper explained much the
same as the former NORAD officer why, especially if this is all a
government hoax, the timing would have to be exact if it were
ever to work at convincing the vast majority of people without
causing even more disruption:

A major finding of the alien study was that the public could
not be told. It was believed that this would most certainly
lead to economic collapse, collapse of the religious structure,
and national panic, which could lead to anarchy. Secrecy
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thus continued. An offshoot of this finding was that if the
public could not be told, Congress could not be told.

But what happens if the global economy enters a state of full-on
collapse, religious structures fall and the public is already at peak
panic? Can a traumatized public who has seen all manner of
day-to-day craziness make this final leap?

As Dr. Mathew Maavak recently opined:

UFOs are now mainstream study. While vaccine sceptics are
viciously trolled and censored as conspiracy theorists on
terra firma, no such constraints are placed on cartoonish
claims that a “Galactic Federation” of extraterrestrials are
working overtime for the ultimate good of mankind.

This is how far the Overton window has shifted and why I believe
it’s important to revisit such a seemingly outlandish possibility now
that we are seeing some of these indicators crop up again with
even more mainstream attention than before.

Project Blue Beam was first introduced by Serge Monast in 1994
and quickly garnered attention in conspiracy circles as well as a
stern response by mainstream media to denounce such
nonsense. It’s worth recalling the supposed steps that this project
would take as it ramped up to full completion, as summarized by
News Corp Australia, see link for full breakdown:

STEP 1: The breakdown of all archaeological knowledge
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The theory suggests that by providing evidence to falsify the
teachings of all major religions, people will be more likely to
accept the New Age religion when it is formed.

STEP 2: A gigantic space show with 3D holographic
laser projections

Mr Monast said the second stage in creating a new world
order would be using a gigantic space show with 3D
holographic images, lasers and sounds to seduce people
into believing in the new god.

“The show will consist of laser projection of multiple
holographic images to different parts of the world, each
receiving a different message according to predominating
regional/national religious faith,” he said.

“From the depths of space, astonished followers of the
various creeds will witness their own returned messiah in
spectacularly convincing lifelike realness.”

Mr Monast said all of these depictions of the messiah would
then merge into one.

STEP 3: Telepathic two-way communication

Mr Monast said the telepathic communication would be used
as a form of mind control to trick people into thinking their
god is delivering them messages directly.

“[The message will be sent from a] device that can deliver
audible signals directly to an individual while they remain
undetectable by anyone else,” he said.
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“The microwave beam generated by the device is moderated
at audio frequencies and can broadcast voices directly into
the brain.”

STEP 4: Universal supernatural manifestations using
electronic means

The final step of Project Blue Beam is to create chaotic
event that will leave people willing or desperate enough to
accept the new world order.

Mr Monast said this could occur with up to three different
orientations.

Monast was clearly focused on religious projections, but given the
technology of today, there is certainly every possibility that such
projections are possible, made even more so by the continuing
evolution of brain-computer interfaces and our almost
umbilical-like connection to digital devices capable of two-way
data transmission. The realism of holographic imaging and all
manner of virtual and augmented reality makes this type of
deception increasingly easy to achieve. After all, mind control
using sound waves was also openly discussed at this year’s
meeting of the criminal elite in Davos.

Beyond the technological element, if we look at who is behind the
“disclosure” movement, we find a troubling list of the same people
who have been instrumental in deceiving the public and managing
their responses with other crises, again for many decades –
namely the Rockefeller family sitting at the helm. For the full
details of the connections, studies and media direction, I
recommend viewing James Corbett’s video report from 2015
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“How to Fake an Alien Invasion.” He includes a host of media
clips over the years that show a very clear pattern of presentation,
as well as a very clear seriousness of delivery. One clip I found
particularly relevant to today is Paul Krugman around the
27-minute mark saying that there could be a financial motive
behind staging such an attack to alleviate a depressed economy,
afterwhich the “mistake” would be revealed once the economic
ship had been righted. I would submit that this would be one way
to quickly ram home a globalized CBDC system as an urgent
solution for the “rapid buildup” that Krugman notes would be
needed, of course not removing it once the grave threat has
passed.

Another possibility worth considering was brought up by Jon
Rappoport back in 2017 (“Will the next UFO disclosure be
“biological threats from outer space?”), which crossed my mind
recently about what type of “invasion” this would really be. What
triggered my memory of his article was a headline from a few
days ago that there is a newly discovered mysterious space
chemical leading to a rise in heart attacks and respiratory issues
(I know, we can think of a more obvious culprit). While holograms
and military means of a literal invasion could make the visuals
believable, it would be quite an expenditure of resources with
perhaps too many variables to guarantee success. We know how
much governments love their invisible enemies. What if a new
virus were to be detected not of earthly origin and was delivered
with an accompanying malicious message? When I looked back
to Jon’s article, it made even more sense to me that this is a
likelier way to introduce this as it combines mobilization at all
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levels, just as terrestrial bioterror has. It also capitalizes on all of
the systems that have already been put in place due to Covid.

Aside from offering a wealth of information on the players in the
military and political realms, Jon offers the following:

Microbiology, parasitology, immunology, genetics, biological
weapons? What do these fields have to do with UFOs?

It doesn’t take a great deal of imagination to come up with a
few answers. Military and intelligence and microbiological
people, working together on UFO scenarios, could easily
concoct “threat assessments” focusing on “unique viruses
coming to Earth from space.” Via drift, or even through
“aliens” visiting from afar.

I say “threat assessments,” because that is how these
people think and how they spin.

Don’t be too surprised if you hear language like this emerge:

“We must prepare for all eventualities. After all, if we aren’t
alone in the universe, we could be subject to life forms at the
micro level we aren’t ready for, and to which we have no
natural immunity…”

When your professional background is inventing enemies,
there are no limits to the scenarios you’ll dream up.

Suppose we soon hear this: “Dr. X has suggested the need
for extensive research on possible vaccines against a whole
range of unknown viral species from outer space…”
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The CEO of Merck would sit up straight and grab the phone.
He would want to talk to his contact at the Defense
Department. He smells a new government contract.

A few big shots at the US Centers for Disease Control would
huddle in a meeting. How can they get in on the action?
Perhaps they can find an astrobiologist who’ll claim “the
possibility of human disease originating in space has been
considered for many years. We’ve always been puzzled by
the genetic makeup of certain viruses. When you consider
that components involved in the formation of Earth itself
could have come from distant space, these components
certainly could have carried microbes with them…”

Yes, that would be a start. “And if, in fact, we have had
‘visitors,’ wouldn’t they carry their own set of unique
viruses?”

Concluding Thoughts

Now, I’ve not had any of my own encounters with UFOs or aliens,
but I also wouldn’t automatically dismiss the possibility that we’re
not alone. What I can’t rationalize is that a sufficiently advanced
civilization that has made it across the nuclear survival bridge to
advance even further would not have conquered the dangers of
self-destructive and outwardly destructive behavior. Would
invasion with the intent to conquer humanity really be their default
position? Probably not.

As with every crisis that we see peddled by the establishment, it
doesn’t matter if any of this is real – that question is promoted to
further divide each other with various theories, evidence, science,
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research and endless rabbit holes. What matters most to groups
of humans trying to control other groups of humans is getting a
strong instinctive response that cultivates fear and a desperate
need for help. By bringing attention to these narratives and
short-circuiting their main weapon – fear – we can stay one step
ahead of what could be their final card to play.
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Digital Currency Wallets Is The Digital ID

By Vin Armani

I spend my days working on and teaching cryptocurrency
systems. The last several years have been incredibly exciting for
professionals like myself. Crypto has mainstreamed; what was a
fringe, libertarian pursuit when I bought my first Bitcoin nearly 10
years ago is poised to become the core technology of the global
financial system.

Not only are the impending Central Bank Digital Currencies –
expect to see the first of these rolled out in the West next year –
based on core concepts introduced to the world via Bitcoin, but
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the economic warfare being waged between East and West at the
moment has brought cryptocurrency to the forefront as a powerful
weapon.

In the last week of May, just days ago as I write this, the
government of the Russian Federation did an almost complete
180 on its policy vis-à-vis crypto. Cointelegraph gave some
background on the shift this week, stating

The Russian central bank has previously been staunchly
opposed to trade in cryptocurrency and even proposed
banning crypto mining in January. Russian President
Vladimir Putin expressed his opposition to the use of crypto
for oil trading in October, saying “It’s too early to talk about
it.” Since the imposition of new sanctions on the Russian
Federation in connection with its invasion of Ukraine, support
for cryptocurrency has grown within the government.

As Reuters reports, the military operation in Ukraine and the
resulting financial sanctions have resulted in a change of
orientation for the Russian central bank.

Russia’s central bank is open to allowing the use of
cryptocurrency for international payments, a senior bank
official said on Tuesday, in a sign of a possible relaxation of
its opposition to digital currencies.

‘In principle, we do not object to the use of cryptocurrency in
international transactions,’ the central bank’s First Deputy
Governor Ksenia Yudaeva said in a briefing with reporters.

It is absolutely incredible that, in less than a decade, Bitcoin has
gone from a financial tool used primarily by buyers and sellers of
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illicit drugs on dark web markets to a financial tool in the belt of
world superpowers. In 2022, Russia is willing to use Bitcoin as a
weapon of financial warfare against The United States.

It’s no wonder that, in 2013, The United States was willing to
sentence Ross Ulbricht, founder of The Silk Road, to two life
sentences for introducing Bitcoin to the world beyond computer
geeks.

That states are now willing to harness the power of
cryptocurrency against other states and against their own
populations, means that we, as the crypto-aware, have to
recalibrate our approach to the technology and work to discern
the overall trajectory of this new financial paradigm.

This month I will be discussing an oft-overlooked complementary
component to digital currency: digital identification. In the context
of the state, the imposition of a control grid based on Central
Bank Digital Currency (CBDC) is impossible without the
simultaneous implementation of a digital identification (ID) regime.
It is absolutely crucial that we explore and understand how the
digital revolution changes the entire paradigm of state-sanctioned
identification and also how identification in the decentralized
realm of cryptocurrency can be used as a sovereign alternative
system.

The Virus Panic of 2020-2021 was the catalyst for the introduction
of a heretofore unseen identification paradigm. Hiding behind the
mask of “public health,” long-planned digital identification
schemes were mandated in many major countries. From China, to
Israel, to the European Union, citizens have been issued mobile
app-based “health certificates.” Travel and other economic activity
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within the country/region is restricted for anyone unable to present
their personalized QR code on demand. In some countries, failure
to present this digital “passport” can result in criminal fines. This is
only the first glimpse at what will soon become the norm on a
global scale. Tying identification to a substance having been
injected into the body is the next step (a logical progression) of
biometrics in identification.

Although the term “biometrics” (literally “life measuring”) is new to
the zeitgeist, identifying people by anatomical biological markers
is ancient. Although seals, insignia carved onto a medium and
then pressed into wax on a document, have been used since
ancient times, hand-drawn signatures have been a common form
of identification since at least the 17th century.

When assessing the veracity of an important document, such as a
contract, checking the signature on the document against a
known example of a person’s signature is highly effective. The
same goes for checking the photo on an identification document
against the face of the actual person carrying the document. In
both cases, anatomical features (photo) and neurological
processes (signature) are being matched. The entity doing the
matching is another human being. Biometrics is the process of
machine-based matching of biological features to ascertain the
identity of a subject. The most common features measured are
faces (facial recognition), eyes (iris scanning), fingerprints, and
vein patterns in the hand. An image is taken of these features and
compared, using probabilistic matching, against records in a
database. Because these features have a high degree of
variability and uniqueness among humans, matches can be made
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(or people can be excluded from all matches) with a high degree
of mathematical certainty.

The new generation of digital identity is tied to biometrics. The
capacity for control is beyond even what most people know. Not
only is facial recognition commonplace even at the consumer
level (think unlocking your iPhone with your face), but since 2018
there has even been an FDA-approved pill for schizophrenia that
sends a wireless signal, allowing a person to be scanned and
identified as having taken the pill. The QR code in the health pass
is just a transitional technology. Soon, nanotech identifying
markers will be injected into the blood and implanted under the
skin.

We cannot separate the modern financial system from the
identification regime. You cannot open an account with a financial
institution without multiple forms of ID. In many cases, before
paying with a credit card, merchants will demand to see
identification documents. Ostensibly, such an identification regime
is crucial to prevent fraud. In the cashless age of linked digital
identification and digital currency wallets, the seamless attaching
of identifying information to every purchase gives those in control
of this data the capability to build a personal profile on every
citizen, ascertaining details as granular as each person’s daily
“carbon footprint.” If a person falls outside of the range of
acceptable behavior, their linked-financial accounts can be
restricted or removed completely from the system. No longer will
the gulags of old be required, a person can be exiled from society
in an instant, right where they stand. Such a system necessarily
requires both a digital currency system and a corresponding
digital, biometric, identification system.
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For those of us working to bring a more decentralized paradigm to
the forefront, there is a requirement to step back and reassess the
notion of identification itself, especially as it relates to economic
activity. What are we really trying to accomplish with an
identification regime? What about you do I want (need) to know
before I agree to engage in some economic activity?

Fundamentally, an identification protocol is about reputation. I
want to make sure that you are who you say you are and I want to
be able to query third parties, with whom we have a mutual
relationship, in order to ascertain your financial and social
reputation. I don’t actually need to know very much about you to
do this. I don’t actually need to know your name, or where you
live, or every financial interaction you have ever had. I simply
need to know some subset of your historical economic activity
and I need to be able to verify that data is accurate and related to
you in the way that you claim it is. Providentially, Bitcoin (and the
cryptocurrencies born from it) is a system for performing just this
task.

When you spend funds on Bitcoin, your transaction consists of the
“coins” you want to spend (previous economic activity) and a
cryptographic digital signature where you prove, with
mathematical certainty, that you are the entity in control of those
funds. The same essential digital signature scheme is used
ubiquitously as a means of securing websites, ensuring that you
are visiting the website you believe you are visiting and some
hacker hasn’t rerouted you. Every online merchant shows you
their identification documents before you make a purchase on
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their site. That’s what that little lock icon next to the URL in your
browser signifies.

We don’t know how far we could take digital signatures, on their
own, as an effective form of identification. In the last year, NFT
enthusiasts have begun using digital signatures, proving control of
an address with a particular NFT, as identification allowing access
to private events. In an internet-of-things world, digital signatures
could be used for everything from unlocking the door to a home to
starting a self-driving car. All of this could be done completely
outside the context of the state and in a pseudonymous manner.
Whether or not to leave a “paper trail” of economic activity could
be left up to the individual person. Of course, privacy and
reputation are mutually exclusive, but individuals could be free to
choose their own happy medium.

The “crypto” in “cryptocurrency” stands for “cryptography.” The
financial aspect of crypto has already entered the zeitgeist. There
is still much work to be done in promoting the identification and
reputation capabilities of the cryptography that underlies Bitcoin
and other cryptocurrencies. There is an extreme sense of urgency
to bring this ubiquitous but little-understood technology out of the
realm of computer science and into the realm of social
consciousness. As we approach the most challenging times that
many of us will have ever faced, there is nothing so valuable as
hope. We have so many tools of sovereignty at our disposal. Our
hope lies in simply choosing to use them.
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WEALTH
Golden Eggs During The Collapse

By Jeff Paul

“Only when the tide goes out do you discover who’s been
swimming naked.” – Warren Buffet.

This week Jamie Dimon, the CEO of JP Morgan Chase, said to
“brace for an economic hurricane,” and Elon Musk said that he
had a “super bad feeling” about the economy. Coming from two
usually optimistic figures, these warnings carry more weight than
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the average analyst. Frankly, they’re late to the party because
indicators suggest that economic collapse is already underway.

We’ve been warning of it since the beginning of COVID
lockdowns due to lost economic activity. But certain sectors
temporarily benefited from lockdowns and government stimulus.
Stay/shop-at-home stocks like Netflix and Amazon boomed. The
real estate market exploded, especially in rural areas and freer
states. Cryptocurrency experienced new levels of exuberance.
And hobbies and collectibles were on fire. All of which I’ve
covered in past issues.

Fast forward to today. Growth stocks like Netflix and Coinbase are
down over 50% from their highs. Real estate has hit a wall since
interest rates have been raised. Cryptocurrency has, according to
my technical analysis, gone through its support floor and is in
bear market territory. Hobbies and collectibles are still strong
compared to where they were before the plandemic, but they are
seeing declines due to less disposable income.

Meanwhile, as the economy contracts and most assets lose
value, the cost of living has gone up. Average rent in the US has
risen 16.7% from a year ago to $1827/month. Gasoline and
heating fuels have more than doubled. Cost of groceries has
increased, as well as the price of almost any product across the
board. It’s stagflation.

Stagflation is when we experience higher prices during an
economic recession. The last time the US experienced stagflation
was in the late ‘70s to early ‘80s.
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In short, the day of reckoning is here. Last quarter the US GDP
declined 1.5% despite much higher prices for goods and services.
If this quarter is in decline, we are technically in a recession. What
happens when an “official” recession hits? Companies freeze
hiring and reduce staff. They cut budgets for new projects. Loans
become more difficult to get. Investors become more
conservative. In other words, things get worse.

And the Fed has few options to contain it. If they keep raising
interest rates, the economy, markets and home prices will
continue to decline. If they lower interest rates and print more
money, prices could experience hyperinflation (which some would
argue has already begun). My guess is the Fed will continue to
raise rates conservatively but lawmakers will clamor for stimulus.

The next 2-3 years are likely to be painful for a lot of people. But
like all recessions, there are ways to survive and opportunities to
grow exponentially if we know where to look. Here are a few
golden eggs during the collapse.

Cash Is King

Right now, cash is king. The US dollar is gaining purchasing
power relative to a whole bunch of assets. Prices of homes,
stocks, lumber and more have just begun to decline. Once a full
recession is upon us, they will tumble even further.

Being patient and holding cash will give us the opportunity to take
advantage of lower prices when there is blood in the streets.
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Warren Buffet has been stacking cash for a few years while most
of Wall Street criticized him for missing out on growth-stock gains.
Yet, Buffet is poised to scoop up solid assets for pennies on the
dollar in the next 2-3 years, as is his modus operandi.

“Be fearful when others are greedy, and greedy when others are
fearful.” – Warren Buffet

Is there anything we can do right now with cash? And what should
we be prepared to buy when prices decline?

Golden Eggs During Collapse

To reemphasize the section above, cash is the biggest golden egg
during this stage of the collapse, but there is one speculative
move that seems obvious to me. I normally don’t like short-term
speculation because I’m too busy to follow markets closely
enough to be consistently successful. Yet this one seems
inevitable to happen over the next 12-24 months.

Shorting Oil: Gasoline per gallon is at an all-time high in the
United States. Oil is absurdly expensive given the weakness in
the economy. If the US announces another decrease in GDP for
Q2, that will be a technical recession and oil futures could tumble.
That announcement comes on July 1st. In addition to a recession
reducing demand for oil, OPEC just announced increasing output
by 50% for July and August.
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Thus, shorting oil futures could be a lucrative short-term
speculative play.

Remember that it was only two years ago when oil dropped to
negative $37/bbl because there was a glut in the market
compared to demand.

And the economy and consumer sentiment has only gotten
worse since then! In fact, consumer sentiment is the lowest it’s
been since the 2008 financial crisis.
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One of the easiest ways to short oil futures is to buy an Inverse
Oil ETF like SCO or OILD.

Take a look at where the price of the inverse oil ETF SCO is
currently trading in the chart below. It’s near rock bottom. Same
for OILD.

SCO Inverse Oil ETF Chart- Source Investopedia

If oil prices decline, there is the potential to 10X an investment
using shorts or ETFs like these.

Guns and Ammunition may also increase in price during this
deflationary correction. Just when it seemed like the supply of
ammunition was replenishing and prices were coming down to
earth, new mass shootings are being hyped by politicians for
more gun control laws. This action usually leads to a run on the
sale of guns and ammo for as long as the threat of new gun laws
persist. One of the more absurd proposed laws is to increase the
sales tax to 1000% on semi-automatic weapons. Not gonna
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happen, but still noteworthy as to the mindset of the gun
grabbers.

What else should we save cash for?

Well, pretty much anything you consider valuable. It’s all likely to
be going on sale.

● Real estate: The real estate market has peaked in the
United States for this cycle. Mortgage interest rates have
been raised from 3.25% on average to 5.50% on average,
resulting in a significant reduction in the price of homes that
people can afford with payments. Previously scorching-hot
markets already have much more inventory and price
reductions. Finally, there is a record-breaking backlog of
evictions and foreclosures that are paused. Once those get
processed, the market will decline further. I think there will be
some real good deals in 24-36 months.

● Stocks: The NYSE and NASDAQ are already down around
15% from previous highs. And many growth stocks are down
over 50%. Markets could drop another 40% and still be
considered overvalued compared to historical valuations.
You know Warren Buffet is going to pounce on good value
stocks that deliver real things to people. We should do the
same when the opportunity arises.

● Used Cars and Boats: I thought the price of these items
would decline immediately following the start of the
plandemic. I was wrong. The price of used cars jumped over
40%, mostly due to easy low-interest loans and supply chain
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issues on new vehicles. With less disposable income, more
people will be selling their toy cars and boats.

● Equipment: If we go into a technical recession, many small
businesses could go out of business and they will be
liquidating equipment. Private owners of equipment may also
feel the downturn and will be looking to sell some things. If
we are patient, there may be some very good deals on used
equipment in 12-24 months.

● Precious Metals and Cryptocurrency: We are headed into
a deflationary period which could affect precious metals and
cryptocurrency too. Watch this solid analysis here. Metals
and crypto are still trading above historical moving averages
which means they may still have room to fall. These are
great long-term assets to pick up on the cheap when
markets pull back more.

● Art and Collectibles: Although the art and collectibles
market may have already peaked, I recently sold a few
sports cards for double what I paid for them only 8 months
ago. Certain scarce items in mint condition seem to hold
their value well. If disposable income continues to plummet,
we may see heavily discounted prices on art and
collectibles.

Literal Egg Layers Go Brrrr

Recessions are a great time to start a new business or to simply
create things you need so you don’t have to buy them.

At our homestead, we recently got rid of our older laying chickens
and we’re replacing them with arguably the best dual-breed
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chickens – the American Bresse. They are the same as French
Bresse chickens but are imported and bred in the US. The Bresse
chicken is considered to be the best tasting bird in the world,
they are solid egg layers, excellent foragers, and they mature
quickly and have good dispositions.

We are doing this to be more sustainable for eggs and meat. We
plan to raise a laying flock with roosters to incubate fertilized eggs
for raising meat birds for consumption and to sell.

This breed lays golden eggs! Bresse chickens are known as the
“world’s most expensive chicken.” A whole chicken usually sells
for over $50. Hatching eggs sell for about $10 each. And breeding
chicks can sell for as much as $20. With a well-maintained
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breeding stock, we should be able to print our own money. Egg
layers go brrr!

This is just one area where I’m hoping to improve our
self-sufficiency and sustainability during this economic downturn.
Growing, creating and building things will be part of my plan to
thrive and overcome any potential challenges related to a
recession.

Tell us some of the things you’re doing to succeed in uncertain
times in the Telegram group.

Disclaimer

My prediction of deflation and reduction of asset prices is
dependent on central banks continuing to raise interest rates and
reduce artificial stimulus. Although they claim that is their intention
despite the corrective pain it may cause, political pressure may
get them to reverse course. If more stimulus occurs as a result,
inflation could send prices of assets, goods and services even
higher.

The timing of this prediction is also dependent on an official
recession occurring when Q2 GDP numbers are released on July
1st. And continued tightening of lending practices will result in the
deflationary predictions outlined above.
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS

Bitcoin continued its slide last month, as prices dropped from
about $38K at the start of May, all the way down to $26,750 by
May 12. Prices quickly bounced off that level, and have been
hovering between $28,500 and $32,000 these past 3 weeks.

This range we’ve been trading in is rather tight for Bitcoin, and it
appears to be setting the stage for a rather explosive move once
we break out of it. Which way things go this time is anyone’s
guess, but there is likely to be a large follow through should we
break out past $33K, or drop below $27K. Dropping will set off a
whole new cascade of liquidations as leveraged traders hoping for
a spike up are forced to sell. Breaking through $33K will sound an
“all clear” to traders who are waiting to see if the recent support
levels are going to hold or not.
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The correlation between crypto and the US equities market did
break for a while last month, although not in the direction we’d
hope to see. US equities put together a pretty solid bounce last
month, while Bitcoin continued to cling to support. One reason for
the recent sell-off is the sudden collapse of the Luna/UST coins.
Luna was a top-10 crypto coin, and managed to go from a near
all-time high straight to $0 over the course of a couple of days.
Along with it, the UST algorithmic stablecoin also went to $0,
which damaged several large-scale institutional funds who were
holding UST believing it to be worth $1.

This collapse led to a huge sell-off in nearly every “alt-coin” out
there, as the Terra ecosystem was a crypto darling; if it was able
to go to $0 in a flash, then what else could go to $0? We’re seeing
the answer to that now, as market caps are plummeting on all the
smaller coins, and businesses like BlockFi and Celsius are
looking to raise additional funds at a fraction of the valuation they
were able to raise them for in the past.

While the crypto ecosystem may be in a re-evaluation phase,
Bitcoin has managed to hold up rather well given the turmoil. The
number of wallet addresses accumulating Bitcoin recently hit an
all-time high, and the amount of liquid bitcoin sitting on exchanges
continues to diminish. A massive supply crunch is still in the
making here, and we should expect some large price swings in
the not-too-distant future.

While pullbacks like this are always stressful to sit through, we still
anticipate new all-time highs for Bitcoin down the road. We may
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need to see some more turmoil first, perhaps an unexpected
bankruptcy or two from some institutional firms. But once the dust
settles, we expect prices will move higher faster than most people
can imagine.

The long-term picture here continues to point towards higher
prices, despite the short-term volatility. Our advice remains the
same: sit back and ride out the volatility with Bitcoin, and focus on
the long-term picture. For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin,
or want to buy more, this pullback is one of the best opportunities
we’ve had in some time. In our view, it’s simply a matter of time
before prices head back up.

For anyone interested in earning 6-8% on a USD stablecoin, or
4% on Bitcoin, please visit this link and sign up.
https://countermarkets.com/crypto

For those of you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using
BlockFi to take your first position. Be careful with your position
sizing; don’t invest more than you’re comfortable losing. Also
expect major volatility, with possible price swings of 50% or more
in a matter of days.

Silver Update
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Silver prices almost broke down last month, but instead managed
to hang on and bounce us back into our old trading range. Prices
started off around $22.50, and fell all the way down to $20.70 on
May 12, only to bounce back to just over $22 where we sit today.

The price action in silver has been frustrating to say the least.
Instead of acting as a safe haven in times of financial distress, it
manages to sell off when the equities markets sell off. Instead of
keeping pace with inflation running at close to 10% per year, it
manages to drop in price. And despite physical bullion in short
supply everywhere, at record premiums nonetheless, spot silver
prices just don’t seem to respond.

Unfortunately, this is normal in the life of gold and silver trading.
Returns here are measured in decades. Correlations between
purchasing power and gold/silver prices per ounce are drawn
across centuries. So while the past couple of years have indeed
been disappointing, the reality is that nothing has changed. Gold
and silver have been protectors of purchasing power and inflation
hedges for longer than the US dollar has been in existence. They
will likely continue to carry that role long after the US dollar is out
of existence. For the time being, we wait, and accumulate more
on the dips.
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And we could have some great opportunities ahead of us, as the
Federal Reserve is planning on raising interest rates 50 basis
points at each meeting for the next several meetings. This rate of
increase shows us that the Fed is freaking out about inflation, and
is willing to tank the economy to get it back under control.

The problem is, people simply have too much money. Household
savings are near an all-time high. Home valuations are near an
all-time high. Wages and compensation are at an all-time high.
And there’s a shortage in the labor market like we’ve never seen
before. People aren’t going back to work because they don’t have
to. Whether it’s savings, or leftover covid stimulus, or just a new
outlook on life after quarantine, the workforce we had in place
pre-pandemic isn’t coming back.

Restaurants, hotels, doctors offices, auto shops, grocery stores,
industrial supply shops, fishing boats … you name it, there’s a
labor shortage. I can’t remember ever seeing this number of “Help
Wanted - All Positions” signs. In an effort to hire workers,
business owners are being forced to offer compensation levels
that actually entice people back into the workplace. Restaurant
workers are being offered paid holidays and 401(k) matching,
when it used to be a simple hourly rate. Then in an effort to
combat the rising cost of employment, business owners have to
raise prices for consumers. Consumers are ready and willing to
pay it seems, so prices just keep on climbing.

The Federal Reserve has a stated goal of “cooling off” the
housing market, as people tend to spend less money when the
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house they are trying to pay off is worth less than the mortgage
owed on it. They also have acknowledged the tight labor market
in writing, and are willing to do “whatever it takes” to restore
demand for the labor market, and ensure price stability.

While we can’t know the Fed’s methods exactly, the main way
someone goes back to work against their will is because they're
broke. So if household savings are too high, the solution is to
lessen them, make people feel less secure, that way they go back
to work. Without the need to work and earn a living, the US
economy falls apart rather quickly. We can expect the Federal
Reserve to do whatever it has to in order to make that need come
back for everyone. That means household savings should
disappear, equities markets should drop, and housing markets
should decline. Once all these hit, and the brutal reality of
financial despair hits home, people will gladly return to the
workforce and accept whatever is being offered.

So, what does all this mean for the price of silver? It’s impossible
to say unfortunately. But we can fall back on the fact that gold and
silver both have endured more financial crises than any of us
have, and they should continue that trend well into the future.

As far as short-term price movements, we’ve stated multiple times
in the past, whenever silver gets to the lower end of its trading
range (as it is today), it’s been a wise time to buy. The $21-$22
range has provided continued support throughout this time period,
and has led to a bounce to the $24-$26 range each time. While
historical patterns are no guarantee of future performance, they
are often the best predictor available.
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Longer term (meaning 10+ years), we’re still not concerned about
wars, sanctions, politics, or even economic recessions. The
average recession in the USA has lasted 12-18 months, which is
a relatively short time when compared to periods of economic
expansion. Silver plays a vital role in a variety of consumer
applications, and it will have demand around the world during
both good times and bad.

Our view on silver remains largely the same. Prices are at the
lower end of a 22-month trading range, demand in consumer
applications is on the rise, economic turmoil and inflation are on
the rise. Our advice is to continue to sit tight here, and let time do
the heavy lifting. Everything is still in place for a great multi-year
run for gold and silver, we just need to be patient and accumulate
more on the dips.

The premium-to-spot price in the physical market is still very high.
Prices for American Eagle coins are going for about $13.50 over
spot, meaning you’ll pay about $36.00 for a coin with $22.50
worth of silver content. That’s a 60% premium to spot, and we
really can’t suggest you buy at these levels. Historically, it’s
always better to be a seller of precious metals when premiums
are this high, as opposed to a buyer.

If you’re in the market for physical bullion and can’t wait, we
suggest looking at coins like maple leafs, kangaroos, krugerrands,
philharmonics, and other non-US coins. They contain just as
much silver, but sell for a fraction of the premium.
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If you don’t have any physical bullion, but still want exposure to
any price moves higher, look at PHYS or PSLV – both trade just
as easily on any stock exchange.

For those of you who don't mind paying these high premiums,
we’d encourage you to shop from a trusted supplier at Money
Metals Exchange.
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Not a member yet?

Click HERE to Join Counter Markets!
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DISCLAIMER

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The
information contained here is for educational and entertainment
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make
costs higher for subscribers.
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